
“WAKING UP IN PARADISE” 

 
Jesus answered him, “I tell you the truth, today you will be with Me in Paradise” 

(Luke 23:43) 
 

 One day, maybe not for a while, but one day you and I will breathe our last 
breath. It is the moment that so many people dread – that moment when 
our greatest fears and our deepest faith will collide. 

 The last glimpse of life on this earth will have been experienced and all we 
knew will be lost to sight but not to memory. 

 The moment of your last earthly exhalation will be followed by the first 
moment of eternal inhalation. 

 Faith shall become sight. No more seeing through a glass darkly. 

 Then…PARADISE! 

 Seeing my Risen Lord! Reunion! Rejoicing! Marveling! 

 The beginning of forever. 

 It will not, ironically, be our eternal home but in every conceivable way it 
will be…Paradise! 

 It surprises many people to learn that upon death none of us goes directly 

to Heaven or hell. It is only at the end of time, at the Great White Throne 

Judgment, that this will take place. 

 Revelation Chapters 20-21 tells us that only then do we inherit and enter 

the Better Country and those who have rejected Grace and Mercy receive 

their final judgment. 

 In fact, technically the new earth won’t be created until that time, so it 

would be impossible to go there upon our death. 

 But what an incredible destination Paradise will be! 

 Many aspects of the Final Heaven will be there…Including the Presence of 

our Lord, the presence of our loved ones who died in Christ Jesus, all the 

saints of old and the presence of angels. 

 There will be rejoicing, gladness, peace, wonder and consciousness that we 

have never, ever known. 

 Paradise is not merely a “stopgap”…and really nice holding tank while we 

are waiting on the “Final Heaven”…it is heavenly itself. 

 It is where all the saints of the Old Testament have been since they died! 



ORIGINS OF THE WORD “PARADISE” 

 

 Paradise is a word of Persian origin that literally means 
“garden”…particularly a garden of pleasure filled with trees, shrubs, 
fountains and flowers. 

 God created a paradise in Eden, lush and beautiful, and the Hebrew word 
for Eden was often used in the Old Testament to describe fertile pleasant 
places as a translation of the word garden. 

 In the hot Palestinian climate, gardens were especially important and 
pleasant and that is why the rich and powerful had lavish gardens. 

 So…the word “paradise” ultimately came to mean a place of happiness and 
safety and was particularly used to describe the home of the blessed in the 
next life. 

 Therefore, when Jesus told the thief on the cross that “...today you will be 
with Me in Paradise”, this is the connotation that the phrase held. 

 In the New Testament, the Greek word “paradeisos” is used only three 
times (imagine that…three!), each time to signify a place of exquisite 
pleasure and delight (Luke 23:43; 2 Corinthians 12:4; Revelation 2:7). 

 Paul makes it clear in 2 Corinthians 12:2 and 4 that paradise is the same as 
Heaven. 

 Paul also made it clear that his receiving a special glimpse of Heaven had 
seared itself into his psyche…his heart and his mind. Paul confessed to the 
Philippian church his struggle: “If I am to go on living in the body, this will 
mean fruitful labor for me. Yet, what shall I choose? I do not know! I am 
torn between the two…I desire to depart and be with Christ which is better 
by far; but it is more necessary for you that I remain in the body” 
(Philippians 1:22-24, emphasis added). 

 Do not get hung up on what the differences may be between “Paradise” 
and the “Final Heaven”. It is simply not for us to know and I will leave it at 
that. God has that all worked out anyway…what a surprise is waiting! 

 Know this…In the Presence of our Lord, we are at home; whether in 
Paradise or the New Heaven and New Earth. In the presence of our Lord, 
there is joy, gladness and peace unspeakable. AMEN! 

 
 
 
 



WHAT THE BIBLE SAYS ABOUT PARADISE 
 

 Do we have any biblical information on this Paradise…any scriptural clues 
as to what we may expect? The answer is a resounding “YES”!! 

 Before Jesus ever hung on the Cross at Calvary, He spoke to His disciples 
and the Pharisees in Luke 16. Jesus reminded them of the importance of 
being “…welcomed into eternal dwellings” (Luke 16:9).  

 Later, He says, “If you have not been trustworthy with someone else’s 
property, who will give you property of your own?” (Luke 16:11). The riches 
the Jesus was referring to were heavenly riches. 

 Then, Jesus told a story (not a parable – indicating that this was an actual 
experience) about a rich man who lived in luxury every day and a beggar 
named Lazarus (Luke 16:19-31). 

 At the rich man’s gate was Lazarus who was covered with sores and longed 
to eat what fell from the rich man’s table. Things were so bad for Lazarus 
that the dogs came and licked his sores…a painful and utterly humiliating 
experience. Lazarus looked like he had nothing but troubles. 

 But the time came when Lazarus the beggar died and the angels came and 
carried him to Abraham’s side (or “bosom” in many translations). 

 The Jews believed that the spirits of righteous men were taken to Heaven 
by angels at their death and Jesus confirms that idea here. 

 Abraham’s side, or Abraham’s bosom, is a phrase taken from the Jewish 
practice of reclining at meals, when the head of one person lay on the chest 
of the other…a gesture toward someone you loved. John was to do this 
very thing to Jesus at the Last Supper before Christ’s Passion. 

 Over time, the practice came to describe intimacy or friendship. Since all 
the Jews knew that Abraham was in Paradise, to say that Lazarus was at 
Abraham’s bosom was tantamount to saying that Lazarus was in Paradise. 

 Lazarus the beggar had been admitted into Paradise but the rich man had 
not made it. The rich man, we are told, was in hell and he was in complete 
torment…utter agony. 

 Here is the important part – don’t miss it. The rich man was in hell but was 
able to see Abraham far away with Lazarus at his side. 

 He begs Abraham to have pity and send Lazarus to dip his finger in water 
and cool his tongue to relieve some of the agony that he was experiencing. 
 



 But Abraham tells the rich man that it is impossible because both he and 
Lazarus are receiving their just rewards for their lives…besides there was a 
fixed chasm that separated Paradise from hell (hades) that could not be 
breached. 
 

NOTICE SOME DETAILS OF THIS PASSAGE OF SCRIPTURE: 
 

 First, notice that both the saved and the condemned are conscious and 
aware of their surroundings and condition. 

 We can also see that in some way, Lazarus was instantly recognized as 
Lazarus by the rich man. The rich man saw Lazarus from afar and 
recognized him. 

 We can also surmise that as citizens of Paradise (and apparently of hell 
also), we will have features that are very similar in some ways to our 
bodies…because the rich man asked Abraham to have Lazarus dip his finger 
into some water to cool his tongue. 

 That the rich man could speak and that Lazarus and Abraham could hear is 
also clearly stated…again indications of tangible bodily forms – ears and 
mouths – to hear and make sound. 

 This passage would help explain the presence of Moses and Elijah, who 
appeared with Jesus on the Mount of Transfiguration. In Luke 9:28-36, we 
read that when Jesus was transfigured before Peter, James and 
John…Moses and Elijah appeared in “glorious splendor”.  

 It is important to note that these two spiritual luminaries were imminently 
recognizable as human beings – glorious human beings. Moses and Elijah 
were, and are, citizens of Paradise. 

 While Elijah had been taken to Heaven without physically dying (2 Kings 
2:1, 11-12), Moses had died (Deuteronomy 34:5-8). 

 Yet, both men were visible with bodies that appeared human. 

 HOW ELSE WOULD THE DISCIPLES HAVE RECOGNIZED THEM AS MEN? 

 Remember, Jesus became a man with a glorified body upon His 
resurrection. He will physically be some place. 

 Though God is Spirit (John 4:24), He has also taken on human form. He still 
exists fully as God, never losing His omnipresence, but choosing to remain 
visible and tangibly physical in a specific location…even while He is 
everywhere present in Spirit. Jesus abides in Paradise physically. 


